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Abstract
In plasma physics studies, transport coefficients such as electrical 
and thermal conductivities, diffusion and viscosity are very important. 
In this thesis we have studied transport in the case of equal mass 
plasma ( e.g. electron - positron plasma) .
In chapter one we present a general review o f plasma physics 
including plasma production, criteria for definition o f plasma, natural 
occurrence of the plasma state. In this chapter we describe kinetic 
theory, in particular the equations of Boltzmann, Fokker - Planck and 
Liouville, then introduce the concepts of transport theory .
The use of irreversible thermodynamics to calculate the transport 
coefficients is presented in chapter two, in which we give an expres­
sion for the Gibbs equation as well as the equations for equal mass 
plasma in the centre of mass frame. The relaxation time method is 
presented , then we find equations for current , heat flux , particle flux 
and the stress tensor for equal mass plasma . From these equations we 
find the electrical and thermal conductivities , diffusion and viscosity 
coefficients
In chapter three , kinetic theory is used to calculate plasma tran­
sport coefficients . The kinetic equation used to describe the system is 
Boltzmann's . Temperatures and densities are assumed to be equal 
everywhere . We find the equations which describe the behaviour of 
the macroscopic variables such as density , mean velocity , pressure 
and temperature . Then frictional and thermal forces are found .
In this chapter departure from an equilibrium is caused by a tem­
perature gradient , presence of electric field and relative velocity 
between the two species . Expressions for transport coefficients for 
equal mass plasma are found .
In chapter four , the results of chapter two and three are reviewed 
in various approximations .
Because I have done this work in case of electron - positron 
plasma , where the masses o f the two species are equal , it is not 
possible to use the approximation of neglecting the terms consisting 
the ratio of ( me / m; ) ( Braginskii 1965 and Kaneko 1960).
We cannot assumed the ions are at rest or the velocity o f the 
electrons is much bigger than the velocity of the ions, so in my 
work I  assumed every species has its own independent velocity.
Hence this work is a repeat o f existing work without its usual 
approximations.
CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
1.1. General properties of plasmas
A plasma is essentially a gas consisting of charged particles, rather 
than neutral atoms. In general the plasma is electrically neutral overall, 
but the existence of charged particles means that it can support electric 
current and react to electric and magnetic fields. It cannot, however, be 
treated simply as an ordinary gas which is electrically conducting. 
There is a very fundamental difference between a neutral gas and a 
plasma, resulting from a very different nature of the inter - particle 
forces in the two cases. In the former the forces are very strong, but of 
short range, so the dynamics of a gas is dominated by two - body bil­
liard - ball - like collisions. In a plasma the forces are Coulomb forces, 
which are comparatively weak and of long range. This makes possible 
a variety of collective effects in plasma physics, involving the interac­
tion of a large number of particles, and makes plasma physics a rich 
and complicated subject (Caims 1985).
The universe is often classified in terms of four states solid, liquid, 
gaseous and plasma. The basic distinction between solids, liquids and 
gases lies in the difference between the strength of the bonds that hold 
their constituent particles together. These binding forces are relatively 
strong in solid, weak in liquids and essentially almost absent in the
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gaseous state. Whether a given substance is found in one of these 
states depends on the random kinetic energy of the particles, and on 
the average distance between particles, that is, on its temperature and 
density (Bittencourt 1986).
1.2. Plasma Production
A plasma can be produced by raising the temperature of a sub­
stance until a reasonably high fractional ionization is obtained. Under 
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions the degree of ionization and the 
electron temperature are closely related. This relation is given by the 
Saha equation
«,■ g(- U i - U j*7 e>l r—  = — exp [-
gj k T
(1-1)
where gt , gj are statistical weights associated with energies Ui , Uj .
Although plasmas in local thermodynamic equilibrium are found in 
many places in nature, as in the case of many astrophysical plasmas, 
they are not very common in the laboratory (Bittencourt 1986).
Plasma can also be generated by ionization processes that raise the 
degree of ionization much above its thermal equilibrium value. There 
are many methods of creating plasmas in laboratory, and depending on
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the method, the plasma may have high or low density, high or low 
temperature, stable or unstable and so on.
In the photoionization process, ionization occurs by absorption of 
incident photons whose energy is equal to or greater than the ioniza­
tion potential of the absorbing atom. The excess energy of the photon 
is transformed into kinetic energy of the electron - ion pair formed. 
For example, the ionization potential energy for the outermost electron 
of atomic oxygen is 13.6 ev, which can be supplied by radiation of 
wavelength smaller than about 910A° in the far ultraviolet. In the case 
of the electron - positron plasma, photons create electron - positron 
pairs; the minimum energy required is 1.02 Mev to create an electron - 
positron pair with zero kinetic energy.
In a gas discharge, an electric field is applied across the ionized gas, 
which accelerates the free electrons to energies sufficiently high to ion­
ize other atoms by collisions. One characteristic of this process is that 
the applied electric field transfers energy much more efficiently to the 
light electrons than to the relatively heavy ions. But in the case of 
equal mass plasma this will not happen, since the rate of transfer of 
energy and momentum will be exactly the same for both species.
The electron temperature in gas discharges is usually higher than the 
ion temperature, since the transfer of thermal energy from the electrons 
to the heavier particles is very slow ; again this does not happen in 
electron - positron plasma. The temperatures for both species are 
equalised as rapidly as the approach to thermal equilibrium of each 
species.
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1.3. Criteria for the definition of plasma :
1.3.1. Debye shielding
One of the related features of a plasma is that the charged particles 
tend to rearrange themselves in such away as to effectively shield any 
electrostatic fields due either to a surface at some nonzero potential or 
to a charge within the plasma. This rearrangement of the charged parti­
cles effectively cancels out any electrostatic fields within a distance on 
the order of a length XD which is known as the Debye length, and 
given by
XD = 69.0 (— ) 2 meters (1-2)
n
where T and n are, respectively, the temperature and density.
Figure (1-1) represents the plot of and it can be seen from this 
figure that the Debye length is less than 1 cm for laboratory plasmas, 
although it becomes very large for gases with very low electron den­
sity or extremely high temperature (Tanenbaum 1967).
The Debye shielding effect, while characteristic of all plasma, does not 
occur in every mixture containing charged particles. For a mixture 
which can be treated classically there are two conditions for the shield­
ing to occur. The first and most obvious requirement is that the physi­
cal dimensions of the system be large compared to XD, since otherwise 
there is simply not enough room for the shielding to occur. In addition,
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there must be enough electrons within a distance hence the aver­
age distance between the electrons must be small compared with the 
Debye length. The number of electrons ND in a sphere of radius XD 
must be much greater than one, from equation (1 -2 ) we note that
3/2
No = 4  ne n = 1.37 xlO6 (1-3)
3 n e
A plot of Nd is shown in figure (1-2), where it can be seen that ND is 
large for hot or rarefied gases and small for dense or cool material.
1.3.2. The plasma frequency
When a plasma is instantaneously disturbed from equilibrium, the 
resulting internal space charge fields give rise to collective particle 
motions which tend to restore the original charge neutrality. These col­
lective motions are characterized by a natural frequency of oscillation 
known as the plasma frequency. In the case of ion - electron plasmas, 
because the mass of the ions is much larger than the electron mass, the 
ions are unable to follow the motion of the electrons. The electrons 
oscillate collectively about the heavy ions, the necessary collective res­
toring force being provided by the ion - electron attraction.
In the case of electron - positron plasma, because the masses are the 
same, the particles could follow the motion of the other particles, and
-  6 -
as in the case of ion - electron plasmas, the positrons oscillate collec­
tively as well as the electrons.
Consider a plasma initially uniform and at rest, and suppose that by 
some external means a small charge separation is produced inside it 
(figure (1-3)). The internal electric field resulting from charge separa­
tion collectively accelerates particles in an attempt to restore the charge 
neutrality. The angular frequency of this collective oscillation, called 
the plasma frequency c o i s  given by (Bittencourt 1986)
2 —  r « r n2
° v  = t— ]Pe m £o
(1-4)
2 —  r n e n 2
Pe m Eo d-5)
and for the plasma as a whole
9 1r 2  n c t 2
%  = [ ]p m Eo d-6)
where m = m ~  = m + ,n = n _ = n + e e e e
The collisions with other particles tend to damp these collective oscil­
lations and gradually diminish their amplitude. If the oscillations are to
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be only slightly damped, it is necessary that the collision frequency, 
vc , be smaller than the plasma frequency
otherwise, the particles will not be able to behave in an independent 
way, but will be forced by collisions to be in equilibrium.
1.3.3. Cyclotron frequency
For a particle charge q and mass m the equation of motion in a 
uniform magnetic field B is
v can be separated into two component, parallel v |1 and perpendicular 
to the magnetic field.
m = ? ( v x B )
d t (1-8)
(1-9)
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From equations (1-8) and (1-9) we obtain
d v 11 d v
d t
+
d t
= R ( v , x B )  
m  ±
(1-10)
Since xB is perpendicular to B then
d v 11
d t
=  0 d-11)
d v
_L
d t m
v± x B ) d-12)
From equation (1-11) we can see that the particle velocity along the 
magnetic field does not change. From equation (1-12) we can write
d v
— — = -  v, xQ
d t ± (1-13)
where Q is a vector defined by
(1-14)
Thus, Q points in the direction of B for a negatively charged particle 
( q < 0 ) and opposite for positively charged particle ( q > 0 ) as shown 
in figure (1-4). The radius of the circular orbit, given by
r‘ = T n T  = m 1 7 t ?  ° - 13)
is called the radius of gyration or gyroradius. It is important to note 
that Q is directly proportional to B . Consequently, as B increases the 
gyrofrequency increases and the radius decreases. Also the smaller the 
particle mass the larger will be its gyrofrequency and the smaller its 
gyroradius.
1.4. The natural occurrence of the plasma state
Because air is normally nonconducting, potential differences of 
millions of volts can be generated between clouds and the earth and 
from one cloud to another, during the time when thunderstorm condi­
tions prevail. A lightning discharge occurs in two phases with a leader 
stroke progressing in steps across the potential gap first. This estab­
lishes a low degree of ionization in the discharge path, thus providing 
the conditions for the second phase, the return stroke, to take place. 
The return stroke establishes a high conducting plasma path which per­
mits a large current flow and the neutralization of the electrical charge 
which accumulated in the clouds.
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At about 100 km above the surface of the earth we find that the non­
conducting property of the atmosphere no longer applies. In the pro­
cess of absorption of radiation a significant number of air molecules 
and atoms receive enough energy to become ionized. The resulting free 
electrons and positive ions are dense enough in the region called the 
ionosphere to satisfy the plasma criterion which has already been men­
tioned (Holt & Haskell 1965 ).
Many of the major features of the space within several earth radii of 
the earth have been establish by rocket and satellite studies. This 
region is called the magnetosphere because of the important role 
played by the earth’s magnetic field. The charged particles continually 
streaming toward the earth from the sun are diverted, and sometimes 
even trapped, by the earth’s magnetic field. The trapped particles are 
most dense in regions of high latitude and account for the Aurorae. 
The Van Allen radiation belts consist of electrons and protons with 
energies extending to several million electron volts which are trapped 
at equatorial latitudes within several earth radii of the earth. Those 
phenomena are illustrated in figure (1-5).
The plasma effects in the universe, which are of major interest, involve 
the interaction between plasma and magnetic fields. The widespread 
existence of magnetic fields in the galaxy has been demonstrated by 
independent measurements. A wide range of field magnitudes has been 
found, varying from 1CT9 T in interstellar space to 1 T on the surface 
of magnetic variable stars, and up to 108 T in pulsar atmospheres.
On the surface of the sun the general level of the field may be about 
one gauss, but in the region of sunspots it is known to rise to several
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thousand gauss. A highly conducting plasma and a magnetic field tend 
to remain frozen in whatever condition of intermixing occurs initially. 
This means that the plasma streaming from a solar flare not only fol­
lows the magnetic field, but also distorts the field and pulls it along in 
the stream (figure (1-6)). A dramatic example of mutual exclusion of 
charged particles and magnetic field is provided by the solar wind a 
continuous stream of charged particles coming from the sun. As it 
impinges upon the earth’s magnetic field, the geomagnetic field is con­
siderably compressed on the side of the magnetosphere which faces the 
sun and elongated on the remote side (figure (1-7)). Rocket and satel­
lite measurements have shown that discontinuities occur in charged 
particle density and magnetic field in the region where the magneto­
sphere and the solar wind interact.
1.5. Plasma applications
1 ?A high particle energy, •— m v , not only implies high speed v
but also according to the kinetic picture of gas, a high temperature. 
Itappears that we will encounter matter in the plasma state in two most 
important diverse investigations. In fact it is even a little misleading to 
make a list of the present applications of plasma because this tends to 
narrow one’s perspective. For example, it would be a frustrating task 
to attempt a brief discussion of the applications of the solid state of 
matter. Nevertheless we make the excuse that our subject is new, and 
in presenting a list of some applications we may at least indicate the
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present stage of its development.
1.5.1. Energy conversion
The most important application of man - made plasma is the control 
in of thermonuclear fusion reactions. Nuclear fusion is the process 
whereby two light nuclei combine to form a heavier one , the total 
final mass being slightly less than the total initial mass. The difference 
(Am) appears as energy (E) according to Einstein's law E =(Am)c^ 
The nuclear fusion reaction is the source of energy in the stars , 
including the sun . The confinement of hot plasma in this case is 
provided by the self - gravity of the stars (Bittencourt 1986).
In the case of man - made plasma no conceivable material could 
confine it at thermonuclear temperatures Plasma at these temperatures 
coming into direct contact with the material wall would destroy it 
quickly . In order to achieve energy breakeven, we must contain the 
plasma and have a large enough density and temperature. For the first, 
we can use the fact that charged particles spiral about magnetic field 
lines which can confine the plasma in a magnetic field trap. For the 
second, we make the plasma sufficiently dense so that enough energy is 
released in 0.1 - 10 s. These conditions are satisfied in the Tokamak , 
which is a toroidal device in which a strong toroidal magnetic field is 
created by external currents - the toroidal field coils. A weaker 
poloidal magnetic field is created by current flowing through the 
plasma in the toroidal direction. This current is induced by means of a 
transformer which produces a large change magnetic flux through the 
hole in the torus exciting a current in the plasma which forms the 
secondary circuit of the transformer (Manheimer 1989).
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In addition to the heating and confinement problems attention must 
be given to the energy loss by radation. These radiation losses 
constitute a serious factor in maintaining a self - sustaining fusion 
device. To generate more energy by fusion than is required to heat and 
confine the plasma, and supply the radiation losses, a condition is 
imposed on plasma density (n) and confinement time (t) , as well as 
on the temperature. It turns out that the product (nt) must be higher 
than minimum value which, for example, is estimated to be about 
1020 m"3 s for deuterium - tritum (with T > 10?).
Since controlled nuclear fusion can provide an almost limitless 
source of energy, it is certainly one of the most important scientific 
challenges man faces today, and its achievement will cause an enormous 
impact on our civilization.
1.5.2. Electrical communications
The other applications in this area are long - distance radio propa­
gation by refraction in the ionosphere and the communications with the 
space vehicle during the period of reentry into the earth’s atmosphere, 
when the vehicle becomes covered by a plasma layer (Holt & Haskell 
1965).
Long distance radio propagation is only possible over a fairly well - 
defined frequency band which ranges from about 3 - 2 5  MHz. At the 
low frequency end of the range the wavelength is long compared to the 
distance over which the electron density changes in the lower iono­
sphere, and the wave suffers considerable attenuation' on being 
reflected. At the high frequency end of the range the wavelength is 
short compared to the characteristic length of the electron density
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gradient, and the wave can be pictured as a ray that is continuously 
refracted in the medium. Within the propagation frequency band the 
refraction causes the ray path to bend over and reemerge into the tro­
posphere and return to the surface of the earth. However, as the fre­
quency increases the amount of refraction decreases until the ray path 
is not bent over sufficiently to return to the earth. This effect is clearly 
dependent upon the angle of incidence of the radio wave upon the 
ionosphere. For example, a wave with vertical incidence may be 
reflected up to a frequency of 6  MHz for typical conditions of the 
ionosphere, while long distance communication under the same ionos­
pheric conditions may be practical up to 22 MHz. The effect is shown 
in figure (1 -8 ) which shows as well the stmcture of the ionosphere as 
a series of plateaux. These are commonly called the D, E and F layers. 
Attenuation of low - frequency waves occurs in the D - layer, and 
refraction of the upper frequencies occurs mainly in the F - layer.
1.6. Kinetic theory
The concept of a kinetic equation is introduced as a description of 
the statistical behaviour of a system of identical interacting particles as 
it evolves in time. First let us see what is the distribution function.
If d 6nk (r,v,f) denotes the number of particles of type k within the 
volume element d 3r d 3v around the position and velocity (r,v) then 
the distribution function in phase space, f k (r,v,r), is defined as the 
density of representative points of type k particles in phase space (Bit­
tencourt 1986)
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d 6nk (r,v,r)
f k ( W )  = ■ j '3 J 3 O’16)
It is assumed that the density of representative points in phase space 
does not vary rapidly from one volume element to the neighbouring 
element, so f k (r,v,r) can be considered as a continuous function of its 
argument. According to its definition f k is positive and finite at any 
time, and f k must tend to zero when the velocity becomes infinitely 
large.
We can formally set up an equation for f k , the kinetic equation, 
as follows (Chapman & Cowling 1970)
3 /*  3 /*  3 /*  ,8 /*
- 5 r + , - 5 r + * - 5 r  =  ( - s r )“ “  ( 1 4 7 )
The description of different types of plasma requires the use of inho- 
mogeneous or homogeneous, as well as anisotropic or isotropic distri­
bution function. A plasma in thermal equilibrium, for example, is 
characterized by a homogeneous, isotropic and time independent distri­
bution function providing a complete description of the system under 
consideration. Knowing f k we can deduce all the macroscopic variable 
of physical interest for the species k .
One of the primary problems of kinetic theory consists in determining 
the form of the distribution function for a given system. By integrating 
the distribution function we can obtain
-  1 6 -
The particle density = nk = J /^  (r,v,r) dPv 
The mean velocity = = —  J \ f k (r,v,r) d? v
The pressure tensor = Pk =mk j (y -u k)(y-uk) f k (r , \ , t )d 3\
1 m k r ? 9The energy density = ek= —  I (v-u*) /*  (r ,\ ,t)d 3v
2 nk
The heat flux = q^ . =-^ ~ mk j ( y -u k)2( \ -uk) f k (r,v,t) d 3\
1.6.1. Boltzmann equation
In order to calculate the average values of the physical properties
of the physical system, it is necessary to know the distribution function
for the system under consideration. The dependence of the distribution
function on the independent variables r , v and t is governed by an
equation known as the Boltzmann equation. Now if the plasma is colli-
sionless, the particle of species k with coordinates (r , v) will be found
/ /
after time dt in new coordinates (r , v ) such that
r = r + v dt 
v = v + a dt
So all the particles in the volume d 3v d 3r at time t will occupy a new 
volume d 3r d 3\  at time (t +dt) (figure (1-9)). The Boltzmann equa­
tion in this case is written as
d t
+ v* df k  . d fk
d r
+ a-
3v
= 0 (1-18)
Hance the collision term in the Boltzmann equation is set to zero we 
obtain the Vlasov equation (Chapman & Cowling 1970), (Laing 1976) 
and (Bittencourt 1986).
If the effect due to particle interactions is to be taken into account, 
equation (1-18) will not be correct. As a result of collisions during the 
time interval dt , some of the particles of type k which were initially 
within d 3r d 3\  may be removed from it, and particles of the other type 
initially outside may end up inside it as shown in figure (1-10). Gen­
erally the number of particles of type k inside d 3r d 3\  about the coor­
dinates (r , v) at time t , will be different from particles of type k
/  /
inside the same volume element about the coordinates (r , v ) at the 
time t + dt. This net gain or loss of particles is as a result of colli­
sions during the interval time dt in the volume d 3r d 3v.
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1.6.2. Fokker - Planck equation
In this approach, if a single particle is chosen as a marker, or test
particle, and observe its motion as it interacts with a large number of
particles. These multi - particle collisions independently scatter the test 
particle in a random manner. We study the evolution of the system by 
obtaining a relation between the distribution function at time t and the 
distribution function at time t + At, thus
f ( \ , t + A t )  = J / ( v - A v,r)P (v -A v , Av)d3Av (1-19)
where P (v , Av) is the probability that a particle which has a velocity v 
at time t receives a velocity increment Av at time interval between t 
and t + At . We define the averages (Laing 1976) and (Cairns 1985)
< Av> = Jd(Av) AvP(v, Av) (1-20)
< Av Av > = jd  (Av) Av Av P (v , Av) (1-21)
For sufficiently small At the collision term in equation (1-17) is given 
by
- 19-
where
Dj = lim (<^ V>) (1-23)
A t-> 0  0 t
D2 = lim (<Av Av>) (1-24)
Af—>0 O t
Dj is known as the coefficient of dynamical friction, D2 the dispersion 
or velocity diffusion coefficient.
1.6.3. Liouville equation
Consider a gas of N  particles in a volume V , and let 
/#(<!i >Pi»Q2 ’P2 »••••* q^ v >Pat >0 the distribution function of N  parti­
cles. f N is defined as probability that, at time t, particle 1 is in the 
state q^Pj, particle 2 in q2 ,p2 and so on. The Liouville equation can 
be expressed in the form
N- £ -  + l f N , H]  = 0 (1-25)
where H is the N -  particle hamiltonian and [ f N ,H ] is a Poisson 
bracket. For the case of an external potential \|/ and two - body
- 2 0 -
potential O (Laing 1976)
H = E  [TL P,2+v(q/)]  + E ® ( i q i - q , i )  a-26)
;= 1  2wl i</'
and we can define a reduced distribution function
f s (.x  l - x2  xi  ; f ) =  y S  j f N d x s+l d x N
where = (qf- ,pt ). Integrating the Liouville equation over
xs+1 ,....,xN we obtain
^  J  + - ^  J dxs+1 [ z  4+1 - A+ll (i-27)
9 //y
- g p  = [ ^ , / j v ]  d ' 28)
In equation (1-28) Hs is the hamiltonian appropriate to a group of s 
identical interacting particles.
Hs = £  [ t -  p . 2 + ¥ n u ) ] + i  j  ) (1 -29)
1=1 2m i<j
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where 0 (q t j )  = 0 ( I - q ^  I). For s= 1 and taking the thermodynamic 
limit
f i  is the probability of finding any particle in the state (qi,Pi) 
irrespective of the rest of the system. f 2 is the corresponding probabil­
ity of finding a pair of particles in prescribed states. As we can see 
from equation (1-30), we cannot solve for / 1 unless we also solve the 
equation for f 2 which involves / 3, and so on up to f N.
1.7. Transport coefficients
1.7.1. What is transport ?
In the previous section we described briefly the kinetic theory in 
the form required to describe plasma phenomena. This enables us to 
find the continuity, momentum and energy equations which describe 
the basic flow phenomena that arise in plasma. These phenomena are
dt m 1 3qj 3qj 3pj
d-30)
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called transport processes (Kennard 1939) and (Present 1958)
The diffusion coefficient relates the flux of the particles to the density 
gradient. The electrical conductivity relates the electric current density 
to the electric field. The thermal conductivity relates the heat flux to 
the temperature gradient. Diffusion involves the transport of particles 
in the plasma, and the conductivities involve the transport of kinetic 
energy in the plasma.
Consider a single particle in a uniform magnetic field Bo  z. It spirals 
around a single field line, and is therefore confined in the x , y direc­
tions.
Transport can occur at three levels.
1.7.1.1. Classical
In uniform magnetic field, the collision produces a jump in the 
position of a particle in the order of a Larmor radius, using transport 
of energy and particles (Bishop 1988).
1.7.1.2, Neoclassical
In a non-uniform field, the particle drifts ( V B and curvature ) off 
field lines. For an axisymmetric system ( e.g tokamaks ) the orbits are 
closed and there is no net transport of a single particle. However, colli­
sions cause interaction with the drifts and produce neoclassical tran­
sport which is generally much larger than classical, and a major study
in its own right (Bishop 1988).
I.7.I.3. Anomalous
Many features of the experiments are not explained by collisional 
classical or even neoclassical transport. There are still unsolved prob­
lems, but in practice there is clear evidence for anomalous electron 
transport losses from ohmically heated tokamaks operating in a low - 
density regime. This would take us into theory of turbulence and is out 
of the scope of this review (Liewer 1985).
1.7.2. General transport equation
To derive the transport equation which we require to derive the 
transport coefficients, let x=x(v)  represent any physical property of 
the particles in a plasma which depends on particle velocity. The aver­
age of x can be obtained by multiplying by the distribution function 
and integrating over the velocity. The equation governing the temporal 
and spatial variation of the average value of x can be obtained simi­
larly by multiplying the Boltzmann equation by x  and integrating over 
the velocity (Bittencourt 1985)
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and after some manipulation we find
—  (nk <x>k ) + W-{nk < x\> k ) - n k < a V vx >k
= **>*)! d ’32)
This is the general transport equation, the term on the right hand side 
denoting the change of quantity x per unit volume, for particles of 
type k due to collisions with other particles as well as those of type k
Let us set x = 1 
<x > = 1
< x \> k = < \> k = uk 
Vv x  = 0
The substitution of these results into the general transport equation 
gives
^  + V- ( nk Mk ) = Sk (1-33)
where Sk represents the rate per unit volume at which particles of type 
k are produced or lost as a result of collisions. In the absence of
interaction leading to particle creation or destruction, Sk = 0 and equa­
tion (1-33) will be
dnk
- ^ + V - ( / i * u * )  = 0  (1-34)
This equation is called the continuity equation. In the case of equal 
mass plasma ( electron - positron ) S is written as (Tajima & Taniuti 
1990)
S = vc riy -  v n_n+
where n_ , n+ are the electron and positron densities, respectively, riy 
the photon density, vc the pair creation density frequency and v the 
pair annihilation rate. In this work to be presented in this thesis, we 
shall not consider these effects and instead assume constant electron 
and positron numbers, and thus set S = 0.
Now if x = mk \  and v = + u^, where ck is the random velo­
city < > = 0 , the terms of the general transport equation will be
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V 'K  nk <yy>k> = V' K  «* ui  + mk nk <Ck Ck >)
-  njfc < F 'Vvv>* = ~«*<F>
where F is the force. Substituting the above result into the general 
transport equation gives
9%
mk nk [—  + (“ t  ' v )u* ] + v  pk ~ nk <F> = R k (! -35)
where = pressure tensor = n mk <zk zk >.
Rk = rate of change of the momentum due to collisions . Equation (1- 
35) is called the momentum transport equation
1 2
To derive the energy transport equation, let x = ~^mk v » so 
terms of the general transport equation will be
mk 2 nk mk 2 nk mk 2 
nk <x> = —  <v >k = <cat> + — —  uk
3 nk mk 2 
= 2 P k + ^ ~ Uk
-2 7  -
mk i
Vv* = —  |Vv (vv) = ro* v
where pk = scalar pressure
Substituting into the general transport equation we find
3 dpk r) w? mknk
1  ~ l t  + V'[—~ <(v’v>v>] ~ nk <F v>k =Qk (1'36)
where Qk represents the rate of change of the energy due to collisions. 
Now let us discuss some of transport coefficients individually
1.7.3. Viscosity
The phenomenon of viscosity occurs in a fluid when it is undergo­
ing shearing motion. To represent a formula for the viscosity let us 
suppose that the plasma is in mass motion with a velocity everywhere 
the same in direction but varying in magnitude, and let the x-axis be in
the direction of the assumed velocity gradient and y-axis be parallel to
d \  o
the direction of the velocity (figure (1-11)). If v© the velocity, ——ax
the velocity gradient and the shearing component of force in the 
y-direction, then we can write, in the absence of a magnetic field 
(Kennard 1938),
The factor of proportionality \i in the equation above is called the coef­
ficient of the viscosity of the fluid. In the presence of a magnetic field 
the viscosity becomes a tensor. When the magnetic field in the direc­
tion of the z-axis it is written as (Haines 1974) :
M =
1*1 P2  0
^ 4  ^ 3  0
0  0  [lo
(1-38)
where jio , jij , \i2 » M3  and M4 wiH be defined in the later chapters .
1.7.4. Thermal conductivity
When inequalities of temperature exist, heat will be transferred by 
the particle collisions from a hotter region to colder; this process is 
called heat or thermal conduction and is independent of any transfer of 
energy that may be going on simultaneously by means of radiation. 
The heat flows down the temperature gradient. The amount of heat 
conducted in a given time is found by experiment to be accurately
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proportional to the temperature gradient as long as the latter is approxi­
mately uniform over any distance equal in length to the particle mean 
free path; and the amount of heat transferred per second across unit 
area of any small plane divided by the temperature gradient is called 
the thermal conductivity. So if q is the heat flux, and X the thermal 
conductivity then (Present 1958)
In a magnetic field in the direction of z-axis the thermal conductivity 
becomes a tensor (Clemmow and Dougherty 1969) :
where Xo , , X3 and X4 will be defined later.
From equation (1-40) we can see that in the case of ion - electron plas­
mas and presence of a magnetic fieldheat flows both perpendicular and 
parallel to that field. In the case of equal mass plasma the situation 
will be different, as we shall see later.
q = — X V T d-39)
X-j 0
X — X  ^ X4 0
0 0 Xo
(1-40)
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1.7.5. Electrical conductivity
When an electric and magnetic field are present the force term in 
the Boltzmann equation will be ek nk (E + vxB). Here currents flow 
associated with the particle motion and in the absence of a magnetic 
field they are written (Bittencourt 1986)
Jk ~ ek nkuk
where c k is the electrical conductivity. When a magnetic field is 
present there is a current flow perpendicular to both the electric and 
the magnetic fields, known as the Hall current, so when the magnetic 
field is in the direction of the z- axis the electrical conductivity 
becomes a tensor which is (Clemmow and Dougherty 1969):
c  =
®xx ®xy
ayx
0
yy
0
0
0 (1-41)
Gzz
To illustrate the physical meaning of the components of a, it is con­
venient to separate the electric field in components parallel to B, as 
shown in figure (1 -1 2 ), the element called a  perpendicular since it 
governs the electric current in the component of the electric field
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normal to the magnetic field, c H ( known as Hall conductivity ) 
governs the electric current in the direction perpendicular to both the 
electric and the magnetic fields. The element is the longitudinal 
conductivity, since it governs the electric current in the direction of the 
electric field component along the magnetic field; this component of o 
is not affected by the magnetic field.
1.7.6. Diffusion
When a gradient in the number density of charged particles exists, 
the particles will tend to move as a result of collisions with other parti­
cles toward the region of lower density. The particle flux is given by 
(Caims 1985)
n = ~ D k V n k (1-42)
where is the particle flux, Dk is the diffusion coefficient.
There is another kind of diffusion caused by the presence of the tem­
perature gradient. By considering the thermal diffusion, the heat flow 
can be written as (Kennard 1938)
qk =nk DT V T  (1-43)
where DT is the thermal diffusion. In a magnetic field, the particle dis­
placement across the field is restricted to one gyromagnetic radius 
between collisions, so that the diffusion and the heat conduction across
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the field are reduced by a factor —, where T is the relaxation timenkx ’
to thermal equilibrium. Diffusion in a magnetic field along the z-axis is 
written as a tensor (Caims 1985) and (Rose & Clark 1961) :
^ x x D xy 0
D  = ~ D yx D yy 0
0 0 D zz
(1-44)
1.8. How electron - positron plasma is created
Primary cosmic rays are for the most part high - energy protons; 
they also include nuclei of heavier elements as well as electrons and 
positrons. As they approach the earth, the trajectories of these particles 
are deflected by the earth’s magnetic field. Upon entering the atmo­
sphere, they collide with the atoms of the atmosphere and their nuclei. 
As we can see from figure (1-13), a primary particle (usually a proton) 
collides with a nucleus of oxygen or nitrogen in the atmosphere. The
o
products are neutrons («), protons (p), neutral n - mesons, charged 
mesons , n+ -  mesons, antiprotons ( p ), antineutrons ( n ), 
heavy k -  mesons, and hyperons (7).
Neutral k -  mesons decay into gamma rays (y), which in turn materi­
alize into electrons (e~) and positrons {e+). Charged mesons may 
strike other atmospheric nuclei or decay into \i-mesons and
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neutrinos (v). The electrons and positrons radiate part of their energy 
in the form of gamma rays (Bremsstrahlung), which then decay into 
electrons and positrons. Broken lines in figure (1-13) indicate that 
further interactions may take place. Most charged particles end up as 
electrons, positrons and jx-mesons (Rossi & Olbert 1970).
It was pointed out that y -  rays produced in sufficiently luminous 
and compact astrophysical objects would create electron - positron 
pairs by collisions with lower energy photons y  + y > e+ + e" . So we 
expect an electron - positron plasma to be found in the early universe, 
in active galactic cuclie (AGN) and in pulsar atmosphers. The other 
environment in which electron - positron plasma appears is the electron 
- positron collider. However good laboratory examples are found also 
in semiconductor plasma of holes and electrons (Tajima & Taniuti 
1990).
to
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Figure (1-1). The Debye length (in meters ) as a function of 
electron density and temperature .
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Figure (1-2). The number of particles in a Debye sphere as a 
function of electron density and temperature .
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Figure (1-3). The electric field resulting from charge separation 
provide the force which generates the electron plasma oscillations.
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Figure (1-4). Circular motion of charged particle about the guiding 
centre G in a uniform magnetostatic field .
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Figure (1-5). Plasma in the m agnetosphere .
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Figure (1-6). Plasma phenomena associated with the sun
Figure (1-7). Distortion of the magnetosphere by the solar wind
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Figure (1-8). Ionospheric refraction of radio wave
Figure (1-9). In the absence of collisions the particles within the 
volume d 3r d 3v at time t , will occupy a new volume d 3v d 3r 
at time t+dt .
r  4
Figure (1-10). As a result of collisions during the time interval dt , 
the particles entering and leaving the volume element d \  d}r.
Figure (1-11). Illustrating viscosity.
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Figure (1-12). The conductivity components govern the magnitude 
of the current along the directions Ej | , E^and - E x B  .
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Figure (1-13). Progeny of a cosmic - ray particle
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CHAPTER TWO
Transport theory of equal mass plasma using 
the method of irreversible thermodynamics
2.1. Motivation
The usual method of deriving transport coefficients is through the 
expansion of the Boltzmann equation. This method is rather involved, 
as we shall see later, and the essential physics and qualitative picture 
can be obtained by the more direct macroscopic approach of 
phenomenological irreversible thermodynamics.
If we start with the momentum equation for each species, these equa­
tions simply describe in macroscopic terms the conservation of matter, 
momentum and energy. Next we combine these equations with the 
well known Gibbs equation for unit mass (Haines 1974).
T dSm =dUm +P dVm (2-1)
and the equation for local change of the entropy density is:
(2-2)
where T= temperature, Um = energy per unit mass, Sm = entropy per
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unit mass, P = the pressure, S = p Sm , S = entropy flux a  = rate of 
production of the entropy, which by the second law of thermodynamics 
should be positive. Immediately we find that the thermodynamic 
fluxes, for example the heat flux or electric current, are related in a 
very definite and understandable way to the thermodynamic force, for 
example a temperature gradient or an electric field. The forces can be 
considered physically to be the direct cause of the fluxes. Cross 
phenomena such as the thermoelectric effect and the influence of a 
magnetic field arise naturally in this approach. The inventive set in 
non - equilibrium thermodynamics is the use of Gibbs equation for a 
non- but near - equilibrium system.
The Boltzmann equation for any species k and distribution function f k 
(Chapman & Cowling 1970) is :
^  v7 j' ek v x B . n  , , §fk x
~  +  f k  +  ~ k {  +  ~ 7 _ )  v /k ~  ( ~ ) c o ! l  ( 2 ' 3 )
From equation (2-3) we can get
—  +  V '(P* u a )  =  0 (2-4)
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Jj(p* u*) + V'(pk u* u* + P*> -  n k ek<E  + U*c ) = 2  R ik (2-5)
-J^ (112 Pk uk + u k )  +  v<1/2 pk uk u k +
u k u k +  p<t u* + < l k ) - nk ek E  u k =  E % (2-6)
i
where = internal energy density = 1 / 2 (v-u^ ) 2 f k dy= m Pk = 
3/2 scalar pressure =3/2 nk kB Tk , Tk is the temperature of species k 
, 7?  ^ the rate change of the momentum of species k due to the colli­
sions with the species i , £ik the rate change in the energy of species
k due to collisions with the species i and kB Boltzmann constant
(Chapman & Cowling 1970) and (Haines 1974).
By Newton’s third law
Ri* + = °
e,* + eu  = 0 (2-7)
1 9If we take equation (2-6) and add it to equation (2-4) times —w/ and 
subtract equation (2-5) times we find
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dUk
—  + V<Uk uk + q*) + (Pt -V)-ut = X  (e» + *«•»*) (2-8)
In centre of mass frame and in general, the total pressure P , the total
internal energy U and the total heat flux q are not simply related to 
, Uk , , but should include correction terms, as shown
P = ZP* + ZP*(®*-Vc)(u*-Vc) (2-9)
k k
V = 'L U k + ?d\  P*(u,-Vc)2 (2-10)
k k  L
q=E q* +E t uk (uk - v c)+p*-(u* -v c) + 1  Pt (Ujt - v c )\u k -v c )](2-ii)
k k Z
where Vc is the center of mass velocity
2.2. Gibbs equation
If the quantities in equation (2-1) are per unit volume rather than 
per unit mass, Gibbs equation for species k will be (De Groot & 
Mazur 1962)
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Sk Uk ^
Tk d{-Z -)  = d ( . - * - ) + p k d ( -± - )  
P k P * P*
or
Tk dSk ~ dUk ~ Vk d Pk
where \ik is the chemical potential and
p£ \ik = Uk + p k -  TkSk = Gibbs potential
and from this we can find
dS = SdS* = X 7 -  (dUk - ] i k d p k) 
k k k
Using equations (2-2) , (2-8) and (2-15) we find
s = h 4 - w k u k + P k u* +{u “P* H  u*>
k Jk
= I , ( S k uk + % - )
l k
The rate of generation of the entropy per unit volume is
(2-12)
(2-13)
(2-14)
(2-15)
(2-16)
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O = E  7 -1 p t * V*k -  q* -InCTfc) + x  (e« -  R ki •«*)] (2-17)
* *k i
where = pkI + %k = total pressure, pk is the scalar pressure, zk the 
stress tensor and = J 1 /2  mk (v-u^ ) 2 (v-u^) f kd \  = heat flux
2.3. Equal mass plasma
In the case of equal mass plasma the centre of mass velocity will
be
Vc= 1/2( V  + V )
so the velocities of the electrons and positrons in the centre of mass 
frame will be :
V = U e -  -  l/2(ue- + U e+) = 1/2(U,- -  ug+) (2-18)
V+ = 1/2 (V  -  ue_) (2-19)
and equations (2-9) , (2-10) and (2-11) for electron - positron plasma 
will be
P = Pg_ + Pe+ (2-20)
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U = Ue~ + ue+ (2-21)
q = %- + qe+ (2-22)
As we can see from equations (2-20) , (2-21) and (2-22) P , U and q
in the case of equal mass plasma is not like the case of electron - ion
plasmas.
From equation (2-5) and neglecting the inertial terms 
V d V“ - V +-2-E. ± (E ± 1/2  ------—  x B) = —  = E (2-23)
n e c n e
/
where E = generalized electric field.
The rate of generation of entropy per unit volume for equal mass 
plasma can be obtained from equation (2-17)
O = 7 H V - V ) : V ( u e- - u e+) -  q-Vlnr + j • E] (2-24)
From equation (2-24) we can identify two thermodynamic forces, 
(Spitzer 1962)
-  VlnT and E
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and their conjugate fluxes, the heat flux and current density, can be 
written as a linear combination of the forces (Spitzer 1962) and 
(Haines 1974)
j = a n  E' + a 12(-Vln7) 
q = a 21 E^  + oc22(-Vln T) (2-25)
where a n  , a 12 , cc^ , oc22 are unknown functions, to be determined.
2.4. Relaxation time method
3 kB T . _
In equilibrium, the thermal velocity of a particle is (--------- ) ,m
and because the temperature and mass of the electron and positron are 
the same, they also have the same thermal velocity at this state,
3 kB T
namely (--------- ) 12 .
m
The relaxation time is (Laing 1981) and (Haines 1974) :
(3kB T ? a  (m) 
e 8izn InA
Ml
(2-26)
where A =
2e
k j T 3
nn
1/2
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If we assume that collisions dominate, so that the lowest order distri­
bution function is Maxwellian
m *n - m ( \ - u k)2
f t  = n (— 2 — ) 3/2 exp[------------ —  ] (2-27)Jk K2nkB T J * 2kB T
The actual distribution function will be assumed to differ only slightly
o f  t o
from this, so that /  = f k + f k , where A  <  A  » we ^ave ^  
lowing equation (Clemmow & Dougherty 1969) and (Haines 1974) :
[ A  + vV  + —  (E + — )• Vv ] / ;  = -Vc / ;  (2-28)
ot m c
v c is the collision frequency which is assumed to be velocity
independent . We have made this approximation as a first attempt to
work on electron - positron plasma.
By using equation (2-27), (2-28) and replacing the time derivatives 
using the moment equations we get (Braginskii 1958), (Chapman & 
Cowling 1970) and (Haines 1974)
A 2 T
( y - u k)'VT [1 -
m ( v - u 2*)
5 kB T ] +
m
kB T
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[ (v -u k) ( \ - u k):Vuk- j ( \ - u k)2V-uk] + n ^ j [ - ( e k - R k -uk )
m ( y - u k)2 
( 1 — j ^ 7 - )  + Rr ( v - u * ) ] > = ~ v c f k (2-29)
2.4.1. Heat flux
q* = 4  J (V-Ujfc)2 (v- ufc)/ifcrf3v (2-30)
If we use equation (2-29) for the electron and positron separately in 
equation (2-30) we get
for the electron
5  n kB T 5  kB T
q - =    ----—  V7 -  R (2-31)
e 2 v c m 2 v c m e
for the positron
< n kB T 5 kR T
q + =  ----—  VT + -  - 2 — R (2-32)
e 2  m 2  v„ m ec
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But we have Rg- = -Rg+ = R, so using equation (2 -2 2 ) we get
n kB T kR T
q = - 5 — — VT -  5 — — R (2-33)
vc m vc m
Now if we go back to equation (2-25) and compare it with equation
9 1n kB T
(2-33) we get cc99 = 5 ----------  = thermal conductivity (A,) , and
v c m
e n kR T 
cc21 = 5 ------ —  .
vc m
The thermal conductivity in a magnetic field can be written as a tensor 
namely (Clemmow & Dougherty 1969) :
^Ik ^2 k 0
^3 k ^4 k 0
0 0 o^k
(2-34)
5 nk k£Tk „ , v
where Xok = — --------------  , Xlk = X4k = — ------   X k
2 v c mk u  \ 2 + D.l
h k  = ~ h . k  =  " V  " * V  K k  , and Q k =  - i —  =  gyro frequency, B 
vc2 + Q.k mk
the magnetic field which in the direction of the z-axis.
In the case of equal mass plasma £ £ ^ = 0  • So this means
k
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2  ^ 3k ~ 2  ^ 2k ~ 0 * since also Qk is independent of k . This leads to
k k
V 2 2 2
2 ^ u = S ^ = - t £^ ao - where = o 2. = Qe2- = - S - f -  ,
* * vf+£22 m
-  K  + K  ~  5
n kg T
vc m
v 2 + Q2
0 0
A — A_|_ + A_ — Xc 0
0
v 2 + G 2
0 (2-35)
0
i.e. A = 5
n k B T
vc m
v 2 + Q2
0
0
0
v 2 + Q 2
0
0
0 (2-36)
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2.4.2. Current density
J  = -  e J (v -  ue-)f'e- d 3v + e J(v — ug+) f ' + d 3v (2-37)
Using equation (2-29) for equal mass plasma we get
— — (Re- - Rg+)
2e R (2-38)
If we combine equation (2-38) with equation (2-25) we get oc12 = 0, 
2 n e2and a n =  which represents the electrical conductivity.
m v c
Now to calculate the electrical conductivity, in general we have the 
equation of motion in the presence of the electric field
d U u  JTli.  XXu
/V rv /vmu —■— = ek E -----------
K dt K x
nk euX nk e?
j = ek nk uk = ■-E = -  E = o E  (2-39)
mk mk vc
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In a magnetic field, o can be written as a tensor (Clemmow & 
Dougherty 1969) and (Bittencourt 1986)
<*k =
aU ° 2  k
a 3 k  a 4k  
0  0
0
0
o^k
(2-40)
where o lk = o4k = nk ek vc
mk + v cz
2
(Tot — — Oat — ek k'2k “  ^3k m zft j  + vcz
In the case of equal mass plasma = 0 . So the electrical conduc­
tivity tensor for equal mass plasma can be written as:
o = o_ + o+ = o0
v 2 + ft2
0
0
0
v 2 + Q2
0
0
0
1
(2-41)
where a0 = =
2 e2ne . nk e£
, since cok =
m v. mk v<
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a  =
l e 2n.
v 2 + a 2
0
0
0
v 2 + f t2
0
0
0
1
(2-42)
2.4.3. Diffusion coefficient:
The particle flux T is written (Cairns 1985) (Ferziger & Kaper 1972) 
and (Laing 1981)
r  = j \ f ' d 3\  (2-43)
kR A
i.e. r  = -  — V«|
m k v c
(2-44)
T = -  Du Vn> (2-45)
where Dk is the diffusion coefficient, and from equations (2-44) and 
(2-45) Dk = k B T k
m k v c
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In the presence of a magnetic field we have instead the following 
equations
kB Tk dnk
mk dx
k-B Tk dnk
mk dy
kB Tk dnk
mk dz
= - ^ c r x - ^ k r y
~ vc r y + Q/c r x
= -  vc r z (2-46)
So from this we can write the diffusion as a tensor given by (Rose & 
Clark 1961) and (Cairns 1985)
D k =
kB n
mi
-Q ,
vc2 + % 2 v 2 + a ,2 
Qi. v„
v 2 + f t 2 v 2 + Q^ 
0  0
0
0 (2-47)
Again, in the case of equal mass plasma when we sum over the two
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species = 0 , and equation (3-32) becomes 
k
D =
2 kB T
m v,
v 2 + Q2
0
0
0
v 2 +  £22
0
0
0
(2-48)
So this means there is symmetry in the diffusion coefficient tensor in 
the case of equal mass plasmas.
2.4.4. Stress tensor
xk = fm  ( v - u k) (v -u k) f k d 3v ~ j j m  ( v - u k)2f k d 3v (2-49)
and we have :
(2-50)
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\x,k is the viscosity tensor (Clemmow & Dougherty 1969) and (Haines 
1974) :
Hu H2A 0
H* = H4* H3t 0
0 0 Hofc
^k^B^k  v c  ^ vc
2 377 * ^2k ~ V'ok 2 77z vc2 + ^ k vc2 + Q^
where ^ , ji^  p.0£ * ,  , r *2 ’ if ^ n 2
v c 2 v c
3^& — \ o^k 2 rTT ’ an^ 2 777T*v 2 + Q 2 v 2 + 4 Q 2
Again, in the case of equal mass plasmas £  = anc*
k
Hi 0 0
II 0 H3 0
0 0 1
(2-52)
2  n kB T
where ji = n_ + p+ , ^  = 2 X *  =
* Vc
V2 V2c c
Hi 2  M-lfc Ho 7 <-v2 ’ ^  2H"3 k Ho 2 r \2k vr2+ o  k v 2 + n 2
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|X2 = £ |% ; = ^ * anc* IL* = 2 M4 * = 0. So ji can be written as 
k k
1
v 2 + Q2
0
0
0  0  
V2
0
v 2 +  Q 2
0
Let Sy = 1/2 V u - 1/3 5^ V u which is :
$xx Sxy SXz
Syx Syy Syz
Szx Szy Szz
where = Syx , Sxz = Szx , and Syz = . We have
Let — ~~\^ o ($xx Syy ) “  1^ 3 ($xx ~  ^yy ) — ^  M*4 $xy 
Tyy =  _ ^o (^xx +  ^ ) +  p,3 (Sja  -  5 ^ )  +  2  ji4 5 ^
^zz ~  ~  ^  ^zz
(2-53)
(2-54)
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Txy — ^yx — — 2 Ji.3 + |14 (S^ — Syy )
Ltz =  *zx =  - 2 | t i  S X z - 2 \ l 2 S y x
Tyz =  Tzy =  " 2 M y z  + 2 M »  (2 ' 5 5 )
In the case of equal mass plasmas, equation (2-41) becomes
Let “  “ Mo (‘"bet ) — M3 O^ xx ~  S y y  )
'Cyy — ~  M<? (* ^ X t )  “*" M 3  (S jcx ~  Syy  )
^zz ~  ~  2  Mo ^"zz
Lty = y^x = — 2 M3 ^ xy 
Ltz “  L:x “ ~ 2 Ml *^xz
Tyz = Xzy = — 2  Ml Syz (2-56)
From this it can be seen that the transport coefficients, perpendicu­
lar to the magnetic field are usually reduced by the factor
v 2vc
v 2 +  £22
compared to that in the absence of a field. Note that the component in 
the direction of the magnetic field, that is the zz component, is the 
same in the absence or presence of the this field.
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In the case of equal mass plasmas we can see from the equations 
above that the off- diagonal coefficients of electrical and thermal con­
ductivity, viscosity and diffusion all vanish. Also it can be seen that in 
the case of equal mass plasmas all the diagonal transport coefficients 
have twice the magnitude of corresponding coefficients for the ion - 
electron plasmas in the limit of the ion mass »  the electron mass.
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CHAPTER THREE 
Kinetic theory of transport
3.1. Motivation
The state of an ionized gas (plasma) is specified by the distribu­
tion function f k for each particle species k . The function f k(\,r£) 
describes the phase space density of particles at time t at point r , v , 
so thatf k d \ d r  represents the number of particles in the six - dimen­
sional volume element dvdr . Our plasma consists solely of electrons 
and positrons, which are of equal mass.
Behaviour of the ionized gas is described by a system of kinetic equa­
tions (Boltzmann equations) which carry the distribution functions for­
ward in time (Braginskii 1965) and (Chapman & Cowling 1970) :
^ r + y 'V f k  +  i ^ ( E + y x B  =  ( ^ j r )cou (34)
where ek = particle charge
E denotes the electric field, and B the magnetic field.
Particles of species k collide with particles of other species. Thus 
the collision term in equation (3-1) is written (Braginskii 1965)
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Ck = I , C u ( fk , / z) (3-2)
where Ckl is the change per unit time in the distribution function for 
particles of species k due to collisions with particles of species /. The 
term Ckl can describe either elastic or inelastic collisions.
For an equal mass plasma, such as electron-positron, we assume
that
(1) it is supposed that the plasma is quasineutral, that is, to a good 
approximation, the density of the electrons n_ is equal to the density 
of the positrons n+ which we denote by n
(2) the temperature T_ = T+ = T .
We can immediately state various conservation laws (mass, momen­
tum, energy) that must be satisfied, whatever the collision terms. Thus
(3-3)
(3-4)
(3-5)
(3-6)
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C e +e -  +  C e - e ^ v 2 d v  =  0 (3-7)
The equations which describe the behaviour of a macroscopic variable 
such as density, mean velocity, pressure and temperature can be 
obtained by taking appropriate moments of the kinetic equations. Mul­
tiplying by 1 , mk v and mk v 2 , then integrating over v leads to the 
following equations, after some manipulation :
(1) For the electron
■|2 . + v («  V ) = 0  (3 -8 )
3 ue-mn(—  h u _*Vu _) = -  'S/p -  V-7C - -  e n (E  + u _xB) +R (3-9)
at
(•“ “  + u . - V D  + p V u - = -  V q _ -  K - : Vu _ + Q - (3-10)
2  at
(2) For the positron
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■ |2. + v-(« u£+) = 0 (3-11)
m n (— —  + u + Vu +) = -  Vp -  V'K + + e n ( E + u +xB) -R(3-12) 
o t e e
a ^ rr
—n (—  + ug+-VT) + p  V-u,+ = -V-qe+ -  ng+: Vue+ + Qe+ (3-13)
where
Re- = J m ( v - u e-)Ce-e+dv = R
Re+ = \m (y ~ ue+)Ce+e-dy  = ~ R (3' 14)
R = rate of change of the momentum of the electrons due to collisions 
with positrons.
V  = J \  m V(v_ V )2/ e- dV ’ V  = I "7 m V(V_ue+?fe* dy (3' 15^
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q = heat flux vector
Qe- = l \ m{y - ' ae - ^ Ce-e-dy
Qe' = \ \ m ( y - 'ae^2Ce+e-d 'i (3-16)
Q = heat generation scalar; 
p  = scalar pressure = n kB T
% , ne+ = the stress tensor of the electrons and the positrons.
The transfer momentum R is made up of two parts.
where Ru is the frictional force which arises due to a non-zero relative 
velocity U = ue~ -  ue+ , and Rr  is the thermal force which arises 
when there is a temperature gradient.
We can likewise consider the heat flux to be made up of two parts 
given by :
R — Ry + Ry (3-17)
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q = + <lr (3-18)
3.2. Qualitative Derivation of Transport Coefficients
The electron and the positron collision times are equal and can be 
expressed in the form :
V V
1  2  
3m 2 e<?(27ikB T ) 2
lnA e4n
= T (3-19)
where In A is the Coulomb scattering logarithmic term, which depends 
on the electron temperature. Thus (Laing 1981)
T < 50 ev. In A = 30.3 -  1.151og10« + 3.451og10T /ev 
T > 50 ev In A = 32.3 -  1.151og10« + 2.31og10T /ev
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3.2.1. Frictional Force Ru
If we consider elastic collisions between the electrons and posi­
trons, the main effect is that the ordered relative velocity between the 
two species
is randomised in a time x and consequently there is change in the 
momentum of the electron m U . Thus, there is a frictional force 
exerted on the electrons by the positrons given by (Braginskii 1965) 
and (Laing 1981)
Ru is derived on page 69 etseq.
Also the frictional force exerted on the positrons by the electrons is 
equal and opposite to the frictional force exerted on the electrons by 
the positrons.
R m n U (3-20)u
m n U (3-21)ue, + X
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3.2.2. Thermal Force R T
Consider the case u£~ = u£+ = 0 . The number of electrons or posi­
trons moving in any particular direction will be exactly compensated 
by the number moving in the opposite sense . As a result of electron -
positron collisions these fluxes experience frictional forces R- * and
m n \ e~
R*~ of order----------  , in a completely homogeneous plasma the fric-
T
tional force balance exactly R"* = -  R*“ , which means there is no 
resultant force. We look at the simple case of a temperature gradient as 
shown in figure (3-1). For a mean free path X for the electron - posi­
tron collisions, we have (Braginskii 1965) and (Laing 1981)
m n v - X -
R . ^ - R ^  + R 'r  = -------e— —  VT (3-22)Te e e % T
_  m n '/e* VR_ + = - R - ?  + R t  = -------£ _ _ £ _ v r  (3-23)Te e e X T
In the absence of a magnetic field, or for VT parallel to the field 
X -  v x . So :
R -^ - R Te+ -  n vr (3-24)
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We choose axes with a strong magnetic field along the z-axis, and the 
temperature gradient along x-axis, as shown in figure (3-2).
The thermal force is written in this case as:
Rr  = VT • (3-25)
T Q i
is derived on page 69 etseq.
3.2.3. Heat Generation
Since we assumed the temperature of the electrons and the posi­
trons to be the same, and since (Braginskii 1965) and (Laing 1981)
Qex = ^  cre- -  7>) (3-26)
Q e x =  0
where Qex is the energy exchange rate between the electrons and the 
positrons, which means from the equation above there is no overall 
energy transfer from the electrons to the positrons.
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Another effect in heat generation is the rate of working of the fric­
tional force when U = ue- -  u,+ . This is -  R U  . The total heat gen­
eration rates in the case of ion - electron plasmas are :
Qi = Qex * = ~ U -  Rj’-U -  Qex
but in the case of equal mass plasma, Qex = 0 , and
Qe- = -  Rue V -  Rr , U . (3-27)
Qe+ = R„^ U + Rr^ U • (3-28)
3.3. Derivation Of Transport Coefficients From Kinetic Theory
The distribution functions for electron and positron can be deter­
mined by a successive - approximation method that is described, for 
example, in the well known monograph of Chapman and Cowling. 
This approach can be described roughly as follows. The distribution 
functions are assumed to be Maxwellian with the parameters 
n , u , and T , which are slowly varying functions of the coordinates, 
and the time, and are expanded in the form (Braginskii 1965), (Clem- 
mow & Dougherty 1969)
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+f}~
f*+ = /  °+ + /*+ (3-29)
where /  _ , /  + are Maxwellian distribution function.
The Boltzmann kinetic equation is :
d fk  Ck Sfk
+V'V/* m (E + V X B V v /a  = (_5T )co" ( 3 ‘ 3 0 )
setting v = c + u , where c is the random velocity
- r f  + (ct  + u*> V /, + ±  (E  + (ck + u*)xBy v cf k = Cab (3-31) 
at m
We write the distribution function as /  = / ° ( l  + 0 )  , where O is a 
small correction. Substitute this in equation (3-31) , multiply by 
1 ?1 , me, and — me and use the conditions (Chapman and Cowling 
1970)
J /  c = 0  , j m c f  O de = 0  , j l / 2 m c 2f  O dc = 0
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(i) for the electrons :
( — -  4 ) c v i n r  +2 kB T 2
m 1 _  1
c c :k _- + — ;—— R__c
2kB T n kB T e
n kB T - ( g - R l - c X l -  m c  ) e 3 kB T
/ c.e. (< &)+ /^+- / ^ [ c x Q ] V cO (3-32)
where c = v -  u - e
l e~e~ = , / > )  + Ce-e-(fe° - 0 , f e°-)
w = . / ;  © > + c - e+( / ;  o , / ; + > o-33>
Equation (3-33) is linear, so the solution can be written as a sum of 
terms
Or (c2) = At V| | lnT + ATV± ]nT + At QxVlnT
% { c 2) = AUV u + A^\5± + A "  Qx\5 (3-34)
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whereA(c2) , A (c2) , A (c2) are scalar functions, and
A =A + /(Q-/i)A (3-35)
From equation (3-32) we obtain the equation that describes that part of 
the correction arising from V± In T which is : (Braginskii 1958, 1965) 
and (Chapman & Cowling 1970)
f e -
c  Rr -*C
(S -  )c V ln7  + ,
2  -1 n kB T
2 - l s >
where S 2 = , — , and we write the thermal force as:2 kB T
Rre_ = n kB T ( K  V, lnT + k " ( Q ,_ x  VlnT)) (3-37)
_L
/■ r r
where k  =  k  + i ( Q h ) k  . Also A can be written in terms of Sonine 
polynomials (see Appendix A). In fact there are two components, one 
thermal and the other frictional.
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A A S 2) = x £  ak L[3/2\ S 2) 
k=0
A r ( S 2) = x £  ak l [3i2\ s 2) (3-38)
k =0
a “ (52) = ” T T  2  ^ 4 3/2>(5 2)
% i  fc=0
A« ( 5 2) = - T £Lr  Z  K  l $ aX s 2) • (3-39)
KB 1 k =0 
k = 1,2, 3, n 
Multiplying equation (3-36) by
- T 1 T r 7 cL»M<s2Mc5 n 2kB T
and integrating over the velocity we have (Landshoff 1949) and (Bra- 
ginskii 1965)
(* + f )!
Z ( a w + akOal + ------ x— % = 8 ^  (3-40)
* * ! ( | ) !
(* + f )!£  (aw + oc^) b[ + i {ae, h ) x ------- f —  bk = 8 U (3-41)
k k l ( p l
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where
^ = - ^ 2 f ? K /2(5 2 )CV ^ 2> ^ c
= "  T3n 2 ^ Lk '2(S2) C7«^-(L'3/2(52) C)dC (3' 42)
Bh = —  = unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field .i D
Now to calculate the heat flow and the rate of change of momentum 
we have (Braginskii 1958)
R;- = Rr<r + Rue- = jrn CU$>Adc  + \ m (3-43)
where Or  , Om are the thermal and frictional parts of the correction
function. The integration in (3-43) gives :
Re- = - 4  n 2  («ok + “at)K vj.r + a k X a e- x V T )  - 
z  *=1
-  — (bkV± + b'(Qe-xU)] (3-44)
X
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V  = <iTe -  +  % e -  =  ~ \ n k B T { ~  ( a k V± T  + a7^-X V r)) -
-  (b'\J± + b 'X ^ x V ) ) ]  (3-45)
(ii) For the positrons the equations are :
Re+ = Rre+ + R«e+ = Jm cI( r^'>dc + Jm cI ( Ou) d c
R «* =  +4  «  E  (Po* +  P o t )  K  V J  +  a ; ( Q e+x V T )  -  
Z *=1
-  — (&;u± + h;'(Qe+xU)] (3-46)
T
V  = <lre++ <W+ = -  ■§ » * * r x
[ ■ J W V  + ak (Ge* V T ))  -  (bkU± + bk"(Qeix U)] (3-47)
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where c = v -  ue+ , and the coefficients P , P are given by
Pw = ~ ^ 7  2^ 7 J 4 3/^ 2)c/e+e+(L{3/2l s 2) cMc
Pw = " i^ T  | 4 3/2^ 2) c W ^ 3/2ts 2) c)d c
Now we calculate the total heat flow q :
q = V + V  = - 5 « ^ 7 ’ [ ^  a'k V±T -  bkV J
In the appendix A we discuss the integrations which give the 
cients a kl , aki , pw , p^ , which are :
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 1.00000 0.75000 0.46875 0.27344 0.15381
0.00000 0.75000 2.81250 2.41406 1.72851 1.14075
0.00000 0.46875 2.41406 6.27441 5.90552 4.62410
0.00000 0.27343 1.72850 5.90552 12.28058 12.13068
0.00000 0.15381 1.14075 4.62410 12.13068 21.72864
(3-48)
(3-49)
coeffi-
(3-50)
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- P/t - 4V2
0.50000 0.37500 0.23437 0.13672 0.07690 0.04229
0.37500 0.71875 -0.02734 -0.10644 0.15875 0.49916
0.23437 -0.02734 2.38330 1.95227 1.61075 1.64798
0.13672 -0.10644 1.95227 6.01901 5.98933 5.33091
0.07690 0.15875 1.61075 5.98933 11.57623 11.82884
0.04229 0.49916 1.64798 5.33091 11.82884 18.78090
(3-51)
From these matrices we find that the desired coefficients a 0£ , Pq* are 
all equal to zero, which means as always that there is no change in the 
momentum due to collisions between identical particles, but there is 
change due to electron-positron or positron-electron collisions. The 
changes are
R ,- = - | - n  £  a'ok[ak\ T  + ^"(Q.-xVT)
L k=1
-  — (b'\]± + b ’’(Qe^U))] (3-52)
X
R , + =  +  T «  S  Pok W \ T  +Zr 1
-  — (bkV± + 6 ;'(Qe+xU)}] (3-53)
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3.4. Electrical and thermal conductivities and thermal diffusion
To derive the electrical and the thermal conductivities and the 
thermal diffusion, the equation for the correction to the distribution 
functions can be written as (Kaneko 1960) :
Q>k = -  D^-E -  A^-VlnT (3-54)
where , Ak are vectors and written as :
A* = A l S k + Ak Skxh
/v fv A» A» /v
Dk = d I Si + Dk Skxh
/v rv A* #V rv
(3-55)
and
m
Dk = ' Z d ^ L ^ (3-56)
m
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where L is a Sonine polynomial, and
a (m) -  a i  .j_ / a II
d (m) = d! + z du (3-57)
The correction function satisfies the following equation
f t  <{ -  Sk2) ( C * • VlnD - / ;  - j ^ c k E =
0 gn 30^
( 3 ' 5 8 )
Now substituting equation (3-55) and (3-56) into equation (3-58) we 
find
- f t  T T ck = i  n k Dk f k S* -  £ / „ (Z>t S*) (3-59)Kb I I
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- f k  ( 7  - Sk2) Ck = i a k Ak / ;  sk -  X4/(A* sk) (3-60)
z I
By operating ^ j S k L r dc on equations (3-59) and (3-60) and using 
k
equations (3-42) , (3-48) and (3-56) we obtain for equal mass plasma 
(see appendix B)
r ( f +D
rm
+ - 7 - T  S2(CX"" + a ™)(^ -m> + de " ]) ’r m
(3-61)
2 kB T \  ( _ 5_ ) 2 5
m
(w) + <3 v-  e
r ( f + r )
r!
+  — ' L ' L & r m  +  ° r m )(«;-
(m) + « (+m)) (3-62)
r  m
Here we have used the fact that a rm = P ^  , a rm = PrAn , and 
Q = Q - = - Q  + .e e
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The current density is
r O W £ 2  kRT \
j  = \ f k  %  c* d c = - i l  (— 2 - ) 2m
11 (< -0) -  <+(0)) *  + ( < - (0) -  <+(0)) (A xE) ]
+ [ (a7<°> -  d7+(0) )VlnT + (d7/-(0) -  af{(0) )(AxVlnT) ] I (3-63)
and the heat flow is
* n e 2  T  ^
q = “T” (—
2  m ) 2 [(a7i°> -  a ' P ) E +
k T  c 2 k  T  —
(a£®> -  a 77®  )(hxE)] + 5 - 2 — j  + ^ n k B T (— ^— ) 2xe t e 4 m
[ (a7-(1) + a 7!1) )Vlnr + (a77(1) + a 7i (1) )(h xVln T ) ] (3-64)
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The reduced heat flow is
* cq = q - 5
kB T
j = ( 2kB T A  J ) 1m
J L ± [(am _ am )E
+ (aIl (0) -  a'er+(0))(hxE) + j n k B T
[ (a7- 1} + a'Jl))VlnT +(a'eI-W + a'{(1) )(/!xVlnT)] ►
In the magnetic field the electrical conductivity is written as :
a i _ a ll 
a li a i\  AA J
From equation (3-63) we can write
(3-65)
(3-66)
9  It T  —
[ ( ^ 0) -d'eP )  + i ( d ^ >  - d " ® ) ]  (3-67)2 m e e e e
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The thermal conductivity is
Jt =
* 1  ” ^11  
*11
From equation (3-65)
M  ^ 1 1 = -  A n k B  ( —  ) 2  [ ( ^ 1} +  4 ( 1 ) )  +  4  171 e e
i (a'JW + .//(I))]
And the thermal diffusion § is written as :
4> =
<h - ‘I'ii 
‘I'ii 4>i
From equation (3-65)
(3-68)
(3-69)
(3-70)
(3-71)
To calculate the transport coefficients for a single particle
(i) for the electrons the equations above are written as :
Equation (3-61) for the electrons is
T 7 (- 7 r )T5 r° + { 7  («rm +c\ m) ] d ^  (3-72)
B f 171
equation (3-62) for the electrons is
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substitute equations (3-74) and (3-75) into equations (3-67) , (3-69) 
and (3-71) for the electrons, we obtain
< v  =
n e 
m
x Ep (3-76)
5 kB n e  
V  = ~ T --------e 2 m
X b Pe (3-77)
V  =
25 0 2 l l b m
em
(3-78)
where J b ^  are determined by :
E E t f  ^  8 ™ 7  + f  («™ + «;m) ] £ (-m) = 8 r 0  0-79)
r  m
E E  [ f  V - } “  + f  + °V» ) ] =  8 , 1  (3-80)
r  /7i
and
-81 -
2n Qe~ HV+5/2)
(3-81)
>Ik  r \
From equations (3-63) and (3-65), we can see that the temperature 
gradient appears in the equation of the current density and the electric 
field appears in the equation of the heat flow. This is due to the 
influence of the electrical conductivity on the thermal conductivity and 
vice - versa . So from this we can write a coefficient (y) to represent 
this interference between these conductivities.
(3-82)
where
bm  E 1^  + bnS0) EnS0)e e e e
(£/(0 ) ) 2  + (£//(0 ) }2
(3-83)(£/(0 ) ) 2  + {Ei m  )2
(ii) For the positrons these equations above become
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Equation (3-61) for the positrons is :
ne 2kb T \  9  , ,
1 rn r m D
rm
rm
equation (3-62) for the positrons
5 , 2kB 
2  m ) 2 8r 1 = X E [ }  heV  8rm1 1  (PTO + Pmi) ] a<?)r m
=
kB T
2 k» T  \
■)2 x E ^
m
2kB T
m
x b ^
(3-84)
(3-85)
(3-86)
(3-87)
On substituting equations (3-86) and (3-87) in to equations (3-67) , 
(3-69) and (3-71) we obtain
where J b ^  are determined by :
l r  E l f  I>y 8 „  f  + { <pm + p „)] bp) = 8,
m  n  &
and
u (r) _ , 2 n Q e+ H r +5/2) 
e+ ~ r!
(3-91)
(3-92)
(3-93)
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Y,+ = " T
kB T
C ?
where
b 'P  E 1^  + b"V) £ //(0) 
r /(0) _  e e e e
(E‘P ) 2 + ( £ " +( 0 ) ) 2
fo//(0) £ / |0) -  fc/ |0) £ //(0) 
(£ 7P )2 + ( E W
(3-94)
(3-95)
<r-R
X o
Figure (3-1). The thermal force in the absence of a magnetic field
V T  - >
T e~
Figure (3-2). The thermal force in the presence of a magnetic field
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Results And Discussion
4.1. Motivation
Following the work of Chapman Enskog and Kaneko, we cut off 
the matrices in equations (3-79) , (3-80) , (3-91) and (3-92) at r=m= 
0, 1,2, 3, 4, and 5. We now solve the equations for the electrical con­
ductivity, the thermal conductivity, the interference between these and 
the thermal diffusion and examine the convergence of this method.
For several values of Q t of the electrons and the positrons 
£ (0), , b*® and for the electrons and the positrons have been
solved using the ORION 1/05 supermini at the University of Glasgow 
- Department of Physics and Astronomy and listed in tables 1 to 14.
4.2. The electrical conductivity
From figure (4-1) which represents the real part of for the 
electrical conductivity, it can be seen that the real part for both species 
are positive. So when we sum over the two species we obtain twice 
the magnitude of E 1^  for either the electrons or the positrons. But 
from figure (4-2) which represents the imaginary part of E® \ it can be 
seen when we sum over the two species we obtain zero for E 11^  . 
Consequently we can rewrite the equations for the electrical conduc­
tivity. From equations (3-66) , (3-67) , (3-74) and (3-82) we find
where dI(® -  d 1^  -  -  d 1^  ;
and so
o n  = 0 (4-2)
2kR T 4
Gi = n e (-------- ) d1*®m
(4-3)
and
o =
Gj 0 ^
0 Gi (4-5)
This is the symmetrical form of the electrical conductivity in equal 
mass plasma.
If we go back to chapter two, equation (2-42) which represents the 
electrical conductivity for equal mass plasma, which was found by the 
method of irreversible thermodynamics compared with the relaxition 
time method. We can see that this equation agrees with equation (4-5) 
which represents the electrical conductivity as well but was found by 
the kinetic theory method.
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From figures (4-1) and (4-2) we can see for a single particle the 
dependence of c n  , g 22 * a i2 a 2 i on ^  • As Qx increases o n  
and a 22 decrease, thus when Q t  is relatively large, very little current 
is produced across the magnetic field lines. But when £2x increases 
g 12 and a 21 increase first till, Q x=l , then start decrease.
4.3. The thermal conductivity
From Figure (4-3) which represents the real part of b ^  for the 
thermal conductivity we also see when we sum over the two species 
the result is twice the magnitude of the result for either the electrons or 
the positrons. But from figure (4-4) which represents the imaginary 
part of we obtain zero. Consequently we can rewrite the equations 
for the thermal conductivity. From equations (3-68) , (3-69) , (3-75) 
and (3-84)
-  2k t  —
X = Xl + i X n = - j n k B ( * ■)2 ai m  (4-6)
where a1^  = -  a ^
and so
Xn  -  0 (4-7)
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 ^ 5 , / 2 /Cl)Xx = -  — n kB ( ) l2 m
(4-8)
and
\  0  
o x , , (4-9)
This is the symmetrical form of the thermal conductivity in equal mass 
plasma.
Equation (2-36) in chapter two which represents the thermal conduc­
tivity for equal mass plasma found by the irreversible thermodynamics 
method agrees with equation (4-9) which represents the same thing, 
but found by the kinetic theory.
From figures (4-3) and (4-4) we can see the dependence of the thermal 
conductivity of a single particles on Q x is similar to the dependence of 
the electrical conductivity.
4.4. The thermal diffusion
Here we have different situation, figure (4-5) which represents the 
real part of for the thermal diffusion and figure (4-6) which 
represents the imaginary part. And because the equation of thermal dif­
fusion contains the charge of the species which are equal and opposite 
we obtain when we sum over the two species, zero for the real part
- 89 -
and twice the magnitude for the imaginary. Consequently the equations 
of thermal diffusion can be rewritten. From equations (3-70) , (3-71) , 
(3-75) and (3-84) we obtain :
n e(|) — (J>2 + i <j) 11 — 0  +/ —  (
9 k  T  —
Kn  X 2 a II(0)
m ■)
(4-10)
where a11^  = ajfJ® = -  a1!*®
So
$1 - 0 (4-11)
n e T _ nm\
<t>n =  - ^ r  (— —  ) 2 « //(0 ) 1 m (4-12)
and
0  —<t>j
<t>n 0
(4-13)
This is the antisymmetrical form of the thermal diffusion in equal mass
- 9 0 -
plasma.
Here we have different situation than in chapter two, here we have 
investigated the diffusion caused by the presence of a temperature gra­
dient, and we found that in the case of equal mass plasma, the particles 
diffuse in the xy and yx planes, and there is no diffusion in xx and yy 
planes. In chapter two we investigate the diffusion caused by the pres­
ence of a density gradient. We found that this kind of diffusion dif­
ferent than the previous one, there is diffusion in the xx and yy planes 
and non in the xy and yx planes.
4.5. The interference between the electrical and thermal conduc­
tivities
From figure (4-7) which represents the real part of for the 
interference we can see when we sum over the two species we get as 
well as for the other twice a magnitude of C1^  of either the electrons 
or the positrons. But from figure (4-8) which represents the imaginary 
part of C<® when we sum over the two species we get zero for this
part. So from this we can rewrite the interference equations.
From equations (3-72) and (3-94) we get :
y = y e- + ve+ = 5 — c , <® (4-14)
Which means that the imaginary part of y for equal mass plasma is
-91 -
equal to zero.
Finally, we can see from the results exhibited graphically, the approxi­
mations made to and for the electrical conductivity, the
thermal conductivity and the thermal diffusion have converged by the 
5th iteration.
4.6. Conclusion
By using the irreversible thermodynamics in chapter two, we find 
the thermodynamic forces which include the effect of the temperature
gradient and presence of an electric field. After solving Boltzmann
/
equation in non - equilibrium state with collision term -  vc f  , we 
find the current, heat flow and stress tensor. Comparing with the ther­
modynamic forces we have found earlier, the electrical and thermal 
conductivities and the viscosity can be found. For equal mass plasma 
and in the presence of magnetic field these coefficients are found to be 
symmetric (the off diagonal coefficients all vanish). This is the essen­
tial difference between electron - ion plasmas and equal mass plasma. 
In the case of equal mass plasma and a magnetic field along the z-axis 
there is no current and heat flow in the directions of xy and yx in con­
trast with the case of electron - ion plasmas. The diffusion caused by 
the presence of a density gradient is found as well to be symmetric as 
is the case of electrical and thermal conductivities.
By using the kinetic theory to find the transport coefficients in the 
presence of collisions and non - equilibrium state, we find the same
- 9 2 -
symmetry we have found by using the irreversible thermodynamics; 
thus in the case of equal mass plasma there is no current or heat flow 
in the directions of xy and yx .
In this chapter we find the diffusion caused by the temperature 
gradient (not by the density gradient as in chapter two). The antisym­
metry in the thermal diffusion coefficient means there is no current 
along the directions xx and yy but there are currents along xy and y x .
All the coefficients have been found in the presence of magnetic 
field and for equal mass plasma, all the diagonal components have 
twice the magnitude of corresponding coefficients for the ion - electron 
plasmas.
4.7. future work
In this thesis, transport coefficients for an electron - positron 
plasma have been derived on the assumption that the plasma departs 
only slightly from a Boltzmann distribution, and applying conventional 
linearisation techniques .
Future work would consist of applying the results have been 
obtained to various physical situations and comparing with results for 
an electron - ion plasma .
A further area of future work would be to consider non - linear 
effects. This would be require extensive computer simulation studies.
Finally, there are various problems of interest in astrophysics 
involving an electron - positron beam streaming through hydrogen 
plasma. A study of transport in such a three - component plasma
- 93  -
(proton, electron and positron) would be a very interesting research 
topic for future work.
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Figure (4-1). E/(^  for the electrical conductivity
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Figure (4-2). E/7^  for the electrical conductivity
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Figure (4-3). b/(^  for the thermal conductivity
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Figure (4-4). b77^  for the thermal conductivity
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Figure (4-5). b1^  for the thermal diffusion
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Figure (4-6). b77^  for the thermal diffusion
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Figure (4-7). the fifth approximation of C7^  for the 
interference between the electrical and thermal conductivities
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Figure (4-8). the fifth approximation of C77^  for the 
interference between the electrical and thermal conductivities
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APPENDIX -A-
To calculate the elements of the matrices (3-50) and (3-51), it is 
necessary to evaluate integrals of the form :
Mpq = jVp Cij (fi <D9 ,fj)d c (A-l)
N^=hPCij(fiJj%)dc (A-2)
The role of \\fp , <bq is played by the functions of the form
I (3/2) 
L P
m c
2 kB T
where L ^  are Sonine polynomials , defined by the generating func­
tion
( l - j ) exp = ^ SP ft)
1—s _ y
(A-3)
Instead of calculating these matrices individually for each pair of 
values of p ,q  , it is better to calculate the matrix of the generating 
functions (A-3). Then by expanding it in powers of s, t . for
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polynomial of order 3/2 we have (Landshoff 1949) , (Braginskii 1958) 
and (Kaneko 1960) :
Following the characteristics of Sonine polynomials and following Bra-
m eginskii , without neglecting the terms of order as in electron - ion
plasmas we obtain for the collisions between e~->e+ and e+->e~ :
M e~e+(—) = M e+e~(—l = 4 'K2n) ]nAe4fl2 ( m \ 2 
2 2 m2 K2kB T J
( l s t ) ~ l ( l - t ) ~ l ( 1 S T 1 (1-1 v-1 S + t i - ^ ( S + f - 2 iO ( i - £ j I r 1 +
- 110 -
N e-e+(± )  _ Ne+e~(A \  = _ 4V(27t)lnAeV , m '
V  V  m 2 V2 )kB r ;
( n r 1 t i e r ' d-1
s+t i - ± ( i - ± ± V
And for identical particles we have
4>/(23i)lnAe4n2 . m . 2  ,, „s- 2 /i s + f /
= „--------- ( „ ,  „ ) (1 — 7 - )
»i2 r
i _ i_±£ _ i£. + i£ (£ + £ i + . 3 . 2t2
2 8  4 8
(A-6 )
5
2
(A-7)
- I l l  -
Then we expand equation (A.7) and neglect powers more than 8  , 
because (l>,s>0 l>f>0 ) . Using equations (3-33) , (3-42) , (3-48) , 
(A-l) and (A-2) we obtain (equation (A-7) is also obtained by 
(Landshoff 1949) , (Kaneko 1960) and (Braginskii 1957) :
4V2
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.00000 1.00000 0.75000 0.46875 0.27344 0.15381
0.00000 0.75000 2.81250 2.41406 1.72851 1.14075
0.00000 0.46875 2.41406 6.27441 5.90552 4.62410
0.00000 0.27343 1.72850 5.90552 12.28058 12.13068
0.00000 0.15381 1.14075 4.62410 12.13068 21.72864
(A-8 )
From equations (A-5) , (A-6 ) and using equations (A-l) , (A-2) , 
(3-33) , (3-42) and (3-48) we obtain :
4V2
0.50000 0.37500 0.23437 0.13672 0.07690 0.04229
0.37500 0.71875 -0.02734 -0.10644 0.15875 0.49916
0.23437 -0.02734 2.38330 1.95227 1.61075 1.64798
0.13672 -0.10644 1.95227 6.01901 5.98933 5.33091
0.07690 0.15875 1.61075 5.98933 11.57623 11.82884
0.04229 0.49916 1.64798 5.33091 11.82884 18.78090
(A-9)
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APPENDIX -B-
To find equations (3-61) and (3-62) in chapter 3 . equation (3-59) 
operated by ^  jS k L 3/ 2 dck becomes :
f f o  L?12dck = i ^ k Dk f kSk% m dck 
k kB 1 k
~ ’L 'L j Ikl(Dksk) skLr3l2dck (B-l)
k I
The L.H.S of equation (B-l) for the electrons
n
K3/2 h T
Jc S e~s Lr3/2dS =
2 kB T j
( — ~ ) 2 m
n
v?12 kB T l S
2„-S  t  3/2 dS (B-2)
ft _r- 2where fo d c =  dS has been used , and the subscript been
K
dropped for clarity . But Sonine polynomial has the following charac­
teristic
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«“* L™L™xm dx = ?>pq T{m + P +1^
So equation (B-2) will be
I n  , 2 k B T . 2 e  ( c4  r 3/2
n1/2 m o
j  S4 e~s L 3/2 dS
n
2 „2 -± n — + r ), 8 /2  g x 2 2
nm  kB T r\ VO
For the positrons we find the L.H.S of equation (B-l) is
=  - ( ■
8  n2e2 
nm  kB T
1  n f + r )
2 2
r! VO
So when we sum over the two species we get zero .
(B-3)
The first term on the R.H.S of equation (B-l) for the electrons
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a e- \ d ^ L 2l2Lrm S 2f° d c
K
n
3/2 \ L ^ L r a  5
2e-S'
2  n
1/2
Q e _ 4 m > J ( 5 2 ) 2 L m3 /2 L r3 /2 e - s
K
r ( — + r)
= -= ^ -n  — -------- srtl/2  e e~ r  | ™
for the positrons
+
7t
9  r ( f + r )
—  Q +</(+w) ___±_____1/2 e+ r  J rm
The second term
dS
d{S2)
d ^  [\le-e^Lm 2sI - ) Se-L? a dce- + j l ^ - d * 2 S 2 )Se- L 212 dc£-
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+ 4 °  [ ! W ( Lm 2Sel ) S e+Lr^ d c e,  + 
j l e+e+(LZl2Sel ) S e+L ™ d c e+]
from equations (3-42) , (3-48) and (B-4) will be
-  X  T ^ E C a rm + « ™ )(4 m) + d<?>)
4  T r m
So equation (B-l) will be
9 - n - | + r )
0 = + 4 W)) 2 Sm
r m f t
+ ■¥■ t E E ( « ™  + 0 ( 4 °  + 4 m))
4  X r m
(B-4)
(B-5)
By using the same method equation (3-62) can be found .
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